
Start here. Start today. On the Cox Campus.

Learn how to support a child’s development with Cox Campus Online Courses.

Cox Campus is FREE, online learning through the Rollins Center for Language and Literacy. Rollins is a program of the 

Atlanta Speech School, with a mission to bring literacy to every child, everywhere. 

www.coxcampus.org

We are not born with 

brains that are wired 

to read; we must be 

taught. Cox Campus’ 

research-backed 

solutions for early 

childhood educators 

are built on simple 

efforts designed to 

form neurological 

processes necessary 

for reading. 

Now available  
on Arizona’s Early 

Childhood  
Registry. 

Courses are available for Infants and Toddlers, Preschool and  
Pre-kindergarten and Coaching Birth to Five Educators. 



Available Courses with Cox Campus

supports the partnership between:Free through the generous support of donors.

Infant and Toddlers 

Build My Brain – Learn how to harness the brain’s natural ability to grow through talking, singing and playing. 

Power of Language – Embrace the power of language by learning how to initiative and sustain responsive interactions. Responsive 
interactions that support a child’s first language. 

TALK With Me – Learn the TALK Strategy, a simple effective technique to build stronger, smarter brains through talking.  

Read with ME: Part 1 – Use the TIPS Strategy to transform story time into an interactive experience that promotes language 
development. 

Read with ME: Part 2 – Learn how to modify the TIPS Strategy for Dual Language Learners. 

Rhyme with ME – Words, rhythm and rhyme come together to spark children’s imagination, build strong relationships and 
encourage learning. See how you can use brain-building rhythm and rhyme activities throughout the entire day.  

TALK With Me Baby – Create brain-builder partners! Learn how to coach families and caregivers to leverage the power of language 
through everyday interactions. 

Preschool and Pre-Kindergarten 

The Power of Language – Leverage the power of oral language! Give children a head start towards reading by introducing complex 
vocabulary. 

Meaningful Conversations – Learn the TALK Strategy, a simple effective technique that prepares children for reading. 

Transforming Story Time – It’s not just what you read, but how your read! Transform story time into a brain-building (and fun!) 
experience.  

Building Word Knowledge – Pair interesting, informative text with favorite storybooks to help children better understand the 
world.  

Foundations of Learning to Read – Before a child can conquer reading, they must learn three foundational areas: phonological 
awareness, alphabet knowledge and concepts of print. Help them master these skills with the “PAC” time. 

Sharing Ideas Through Writing – Learn to foster a love of reading by creating developmentally appropriate writing activities.  

Supporting Dual Language Learners Right From the Start – Support a child’s home language and create a positive learning 
experience that responds to their needs and prepares them for kindergarten. 

Birth to Five Leaders 

Instructional Coaching for Change – Learn an innovative and effective, relationships-based professional learning approach that 
focuses on teachers’ practices related to language and literacy.  

Relationships: The Heart of Coaching – Prepare yourself to build strong coaching relationships through self-awareness, 
understanding the learner, building trust and having exploratory or initial conversations.  


